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EDUCATION 

Columbia University, NY— Masters degree 
September 2019 - May 2020 

Entering Columbia University Graduate School of Arts and Sciences’ Sociological Research Masters program in the fall 
of 2019. 

State University of New York at Purchase, NY— Undergraduate 
September 2015 - May 2019 

Graduated Magnum Cum Laude with a Bachelor of Art majoring in Sociology and Gender Studies, and minoring in 
Political Science. Graduated in excellent academic standing with a GPA since matriculation of above 3.8 and a 
consistent history of active participation in campus life, student government, and clubs.  
 

ACADEMIC PUBLICATIONS 

“Queer Intimacies: The Construction of LGBTQ Sexuality Outside of Normative Sexual 
Scripts” —Author 
Projected publication date in late 2019 

Conducted a qualitative research paper on the formation and experiences of sexuality for LGBTQ college students 
through a framework of queer and feminist theories and sexual script theory. Paper enriches the fields of sociology, 
gender and sexuality studies and queer studies. Portions of the paper are now being edited for publication in a 
sociology journal. 

“Diversity in Data Visualization” — Contributing Author 
Published March 2019 

Single author of a chapter on Sociological Contexts of Diversity in the Diversity in Data Visualization book published 
through Morgan & Claypool Publishers. Following the success of the Diversity in Data Visualization panel at the 2017 
IEEE Visualization Conference selected panelists were asked to contribute to the book.   

https://www.morganclaypool.com/doi/abs/10.2200/S00894ED1V01Y201901VIS010  
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AWARDS 

Alpha Kappa Delta (AKD) International Sociology Honor Society Membership — AKD 
Society 

2019 

Chosen by board of study for membership in the Alpha Kappa Delta (AKD) International Society membership for 
extraordinary scholarship in the field of Sociology.   

Award for Outstanding  Senior in Gender Studies for 2019— SUNY Purchase 
2019 

Chosen by board of study for the award presented to one highly-respected senior in Gender Studies with a strong 
academic record for the 2018-2019 school year. 

Award for Outstanding Junior in Sociology for 2018— SUNY Purchase 
2018 

Chosen by board of study for the award presented to one highly-respected junior in Sociology with a strong academic 
record for the 2017-2018 school year. 

Recognition of Purchase College community members who have done inspirational work 
regarding women's issues— SUNY Purchase 
2018 

Best Panel Award — IEEE Visualization International Conference 
2017 

Awarded Best Panel Award for participation in the International Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers’ 
Human Vision and Electronic Imaging Conference in Phoenix, AZ. 

Dean’s List— SUNY Purchase 
2015-2019 

Students who achieve a grade-point average of 3.5 or higher while taking a minimum of 12 credits are named to the 
Dean’s List each semester. Presented this academic honor consistently throughout college tenure.  

 

  



SKILLS 

Communication and teaching 

Adept and experienced at articulating complex ideas particularly in educational contexts and well versed in public 
speaking. 

Sexual Health Education 

Three years of experience in peer sexual health education with expertise in inclusive and LGBTQ sex education. 

Teaching and Research Assisting  

Experienced in assisting research and teaching in the social sciences, skills include administering in-class 
assignments, leading lessons, and tutoring in the role of Teaching Assistant and transcription, coding data, and 
researching in the role of Research Assistant. 

Leadership  

Experienced in running college clubs in roles of Treasurer and President. 

Software 

• NVivo and ATLAS.ti 
• Full Microsoft Office Suite including Word, PowerPoint, and Excel 
• LaTex typesetting system and online LaTex editor Overleaf 
• HTML and HTML editing program Microsoft Visual Studio  



EXPERIENCE 

Planned Parenthood at Purchase club  

President— May 2018 - May 2019 

Responsible for liaisons with the larger Planned Parenthood organization, running weekly club meetings, organizing 
events and collaborations with other clubs, and peer sex education. 

Treasurer— May 2017 - May 2018 

Responsible for budget balancing, organizing events and collaborations with other clubs, and peer sex education. 

Tutoring 

October 2018 – December 2018 

Selected to tutor a student one-on-one for Religion and Politics in America, an upper level Political Science course. 
Facilitated understanding of concepts and terms, assisted in building study skills, and aided in raising student’s grade and 
confidence in the course. 

Learning Assistant 

September 2018 – December 2018 

Assisted in class lessons and advising students for an Introduction to Sociology class. 

January 2019 – May 2019 

Assisted in class lessons and advising students for a Sociology Junior Seminar class. 

Student Committee Member for an Academic Integrity Hearing 

October 2018 

Served as a student committee member for an Academic Integrity Hearing adjudicating the case of a student accused of 
academic impropriety. Collaborated with two professors and the committee chair to sort through evidence and testimony 
and come to a fair and compassionate decision. 

Invited Panelist at IEEE Visualization International Conference  

2017 

Provided sociological insight as a panelist on the Diversity in Data Visualization panel at the International Institute of 
Electrical and Electronics Engineers’ Human Vision and Electronic Imaging Conference in Phoenix, AZ. 

Student Committee Member for an Academic Review Hearing 

December 2017 

Served as a student committee member for an Academic Review Hearing in which students on academic probation could 
appeal their status. Collaborated with another student, two professors, and the committee chair to come to efficacious and 
compassionate decisions for each of the student cases.  

Research Assistant 

September 2016-May 2017 

Research Assistant for two semesters working on a Political Science Professor’s book on Women and HIV/AIDS. 
 

 

 


